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1. Introduction
The purpose of this handbook is to give everyone involved an overview of what the cross coaching process
of MediaMotorEurope’s support cycle contains. It’s primarily aimed at coaches that will contribute into
the programme. Each of the participating startups/scaleups will have their dedicated coach, and the
handbook will clarify the role, expectations and practical advice in the coaching process. The handbook
will also be relevant for participating startups/scaleups, as it brings forward what to expect in the coaching
programme. The handbook describes the different components in this framework, and how coaches and
startups/scaleups will link with them. The series of eight workshops and the portfolio management are
two other main components described more in detail.

1.1 What is MediaMotorEurope?
The purpose of MediaMotorEurope (MME) is to drive deeptech solutions for the media to the market and
potential clients, as well as facilitate access to capital. A large focus is on deeptech solutions, such as AI
and machine learning, and their potential application in the domain of media and creative industries. To
make this happen, MediaMotorEurope is bringing together four innovative hubs in Europe with a purpose
of focusing on deeptech for media and creative industries: Brussels (BE), Bergen (NO), Thessaloniki (GR)
and Sofia (BG)). Together with partners from the startup and investor networks, this forms the basis of a
strong European ecosystem. MediaMotorEurope aims at providing a common platform for collaboration.
MediaMotorEurope engages and selects the highest-potential innovative startups/scaleups in its
ecosystem and provides them guidance on the development of their technology and its application in
media and creative industries. Most of the focus and attention goes to scaleups and startups on the verge
of scaling up their business. A strict requirement for involvement will also be that companies have to be
beyond the MVP stage, have already attracted first customers and have a good potential for scaling up
their activities.
In this way, MediaMotorEurope aims to contribute to put together a European deeptech ecosystem
providing solutions for the major media industry challenges of today.
To foster this, MediaMotorEurope assists startups/scaleups to get to the market in Europe and beyond by
fostering collaboration across borders in Europe, allowing to reach critical mass for take-up of the offered
solutions, through the different components of the project:
•
•
•
•
•

Coaching programme
Workshops
From lab to set
Deeptech on stage
Portfolio management
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1.2 What participants and coaches can expect
When a startup/scaleup has been successful at entering the MediaMotorEurope programme, the
startup/scaleup can expect from the MME’s team that:
•

It will be assigned to the Hub that best fits its profile, with the recruited startups/scaleups evenly
distributed between the Hubs
• It will have a dedicated contact at that Hub
• Our discussions with startups/scaleups will allow us to identify the best and most relevant experts,
across Europe
• Design a programme that is tailored to the needs and situation of the startup
• To have the opportunity to pitch to both investors and directly to potential clients
• All sensitive information shared with us will be treated as confidential
When a coach has been accepted for the MediaMotorEurope programme, he or she can expect from us:
•
•
•
•
•

The provision of a framework for the interaction with the startups, including things like:
Guidelines for interaction
Templates for reporting
Suggested approach to coaching, including how to focus the involvement
A network of coaches that will work together and share insight from the programme

1.3 What we expect from participants and coaches
This is an opportunity to use the most powerful network in the media available to startups and scaleups
to grow. The six-month period will be intensive, and we expect that selected companies are maximizing
the opportunities offered through:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connect and cooperate with the coaches and experts
Take part in a minimum of 5 workshops
Pursue the offered opportunities for pitching
Follow the communication guidelines provided in the info pack
Fill out the feedback form
After completing the programme - let us know how you are doing!

We expect our coaches in a similar fashion to:
•
•
•
•

Be proactive in supporting the startups/scaleups
Organise all sessions and follow up as discussed with hub and startups/scaleups
Treat all sensitive information with care as per the NDA
Use their network actively to identify opportunities, connections and access to information that
can be helpful to the startups/scaleups
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2. Timeline
September
Week

36

37

38

39

October
40

41

42

43

November
44

45
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48

December
49

50

51

52

January
53

1

2

3

February
4

5

6

1st meeting with assigned
coordinator
1st meeting with assigned
coach(es)
Workshop session #1 Introduction

17

Workshop session #2 - Product
Market fit
Workshop session #3 - Product
Development
Workshop session #4 - Finance
management and How to
measure success
Workshop session #5 - Pitching
“Build your story”
Workshop session #6 – Sales "The Customer journey"
Workshop session #7 Marketing and communication
Workshop session #8 - Prepare
for fundraising
Experience sharing startups
Coaching sessions
(minimum 1)
Coordinator sessions
(minimum 1)

Pitching to potential clients
Investment opportunities
(min 2 meetings with PM)
Final session with coach

Demo Day

Final session with coodinator

Debrief of programme

Coaching sessions or sessions initiated by coach

* With subject to changes

Workshops / Events
Coordinator sessions or sessions initiated by coordinator
Sessions with Portfolio manager (PM)

Figure 1 Coaching programme activities
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3. Framework and roles – a network of European expertise
The cross coach programme are built on a versatile framework, and has dedicated key people who will
intend to ensure value for participating startups/scaleups. If everyone who is to learn, teach and
connect has a collaborative mindset, the probability of an even better return will increase significantly.

3.1 Framework
The coaching framework consists of following five main components:

3.1.1 Coaching programme
Once the deeptech startups/scaleups have been recruited and on-boarded, the team of cross coaches
will be ready to assist. The cross coaches will develop their methodology during the initial stages of the
project, to ensure that there is a common platform and consistent approach by all coaches across the
Hubs. The approach will be communicated to the deeptech startups/scaleups as soon as they have
joined the programme, to manage expectations and prepare the individual companies to make the best
out of the sessions.
The applications through our recruitment, is the starting point for the coaches to run a SWOT analysis.
Based on this, coaches are appointed based on their strength in their product/service area.
The approach of the coaches reflects the approach often used in coding, i.e. to work in sprints. Focused
and targeted sprints on the areas that the coaches identify as the best opportunities to work on.
The network of coaches is closely linked to the scouting team across the hubs, to make sure that the
deeptech startups/scaleups are connected at every possible opportunity arising either from corporates
or government. The opportunities are recorded and disseminated through the MediaMotorEurope
Portal and other channels.
When the deeptech startups/scaleups are ready, they will gradually be phasing out the coaching and
working more closely with the Portfolio managers, for the preparation of pitching opportunities and the
Inspiration journeys.
More details in chapter 4.

3.1.2 Workshops
The workshops will introduce the startups/scaleups to highly relevant learning and frameworks,
presented by media industry executives and experts in entrepreneurship. A total of eight workshops will
be held throughout the first half of the programme.
More details in chapter 5.
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3.1.3 From lab to set
Deeptech startups/scaleups, through the cross coaching and the portfolio management, will have a
close guidance to be moved from MVP to the market. The programme available in all the hubs will also
include the opportunity to take part in events to learn more about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Product market fit
Product development
Finance management and how to measure success
Pitching ´Your story´
The customer journey
Marketing and communication
Prepare for fundraising

These events are a combination of live events around inspiration journeys at the hubs and webinars.
The best part of all activities will be featured on the MediaMotorEurope Platform, as well as the
MediaMotorEurope newsletters – leaving the deeptech startup/scaleups with ample ammunition to
work towards getting on stage.
We are fortunate to have relevant supportive companies in our hubs that are welcoming the deeptech
startup/scaleups to the ecosystems and are eager to get started with talking to and learning from them.
This is an essential part of getting from the lab to set. We have deliberately avoided being particularly
prescriptive for this phase as it is down to how the companies decide to work together.
The evolution of such partnerships between deeptech startup/scaleups and corporations and
governments can be particularly powerful when deeptech offers new and innovative solutions where an
element of testing and adapting is particularly valuable.
The network of scouts that are identifying opportunities play an essential role in moving the deeptech
startup/scaleups one step closer to the set. It can be difficult for small companies to have the time and
resources to monitor the market developments and pursue the right opportunities and at the right time.
Our team of scouts will feed their insight into the team of Coaches and Portofolio managers, to ensure
that the road map takes them to the right opportunities for them. With the skills and insight of the two
teams, deeptech startup/scaleups will have a significant advantage to competitors to land their first
contracts.

3.1.4 Deep tech on stage
Every iteration of the MediaMotorEurope programme will conclude with a DeepTech on Stage event. All
MediaMotorEurope hubs will dedicate their efforts to promote its built content (offerings, requests,
products, services, projects, and business cases) to an international audience with special emphasis on
investors and media sector corporations. To provide awareness among these players, hubs will
undertake actions like:
•
•

Content listings’ physical and digital targeted promotion
Sectoral e-mail campaigns
10
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•
•

Local ESIF and other fund managers’ awareness raising
Pitching events’ promotion and organization

For this purpose, the MediaMotorEurope programme will award the best performing scaleups with
opportunities to showcase their solution at major events. Those showcases will be organized alongside
major events, such as IBC, NAB, Slush, Webit, Web Summit, South by Southwest etc.
Furthermore, MediaMotorEurope will support 20 startups/scaleups per round to expose their results at
the dedicated events. For this purpose, vouchers will be given to startups/scaleups to attend the event.
In addition to that, a further prize scheme will be developed allowing the three highest potential
companies to go and present their results in major intercontinental conferences across the world.
MediaMotorEurope would like to stress that such participation at events is dependent on the Covid 19
situation at the given time. Our priority is to give startups/scaleups a maximum of opportunities, while
respecting guidance from health authorities.
Each hub will further leverage local and/or regional awareness raising and will be responsible for
providing corresponding content regarding results from the activities carried-out to Media
MotorEurope’s portal and via this to the Start Up Europe One-Stop-Shop and other affiliated portals,
and in local events.

3.1.5 Portfolio management
Portfolio Management consists in seeking to add additional value to the engaged startups and scaleups,
by supporting them to grow and reach their next development stage, having in mind their different
needs and challenges.
Portfolio Management will oversee the selected startups and scaleups providing continuous support and
assistance to their founders, acting as connectors with potential investors, through regular contacts
during informal meetings or events, as well as portfolio promotions via social media, events, workshops,
etc.
In addition to the general project dissemination and communication activities, MediaMotorEurope will
ensure that engaged startups/scaleups develop a sustainable and realistic business strategy to maximize
the impact of their achievements.
An important action of the Portfolio Manager is to connect experiments with corporates and investors.
The Portfolio Manager activity will be taken by Fasttrack Action, who besides being an investor in
startups/entrepreneurs, has a track record of supporting tech companies/entrepreneurs in developing
their business and receiving further funding.
More details in chapter 6.
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3.2 Roles
3.2.1 Coaches are responsible for the one-to-one coaching sessions with the startups/scaleups. Coaches
typically are experienced professionals working to coach the startups/scaleups through the 6-month
program. We define a coach as a person that stimulates learning and development by utilizing their
knowledge, experience, and network to motivate, guide and challenge the startups/scaleups. Coaches
are expected to be active listeners, have full integrity, to build confidence in the startups, to use open
and honest feedback and to be a role model for the startups/scaleups. Coaches will be responsible for at
least one startup/scaleup and are expected to deliver at least three coaching sessions per
startup/scaleup. In addition to delivering coaching sessions, coaches are expected to establish contact
with potential prospects already known by the coach. The coaching sessions will take place as online
meetings, and communication would mainly be done through email, messaging systems and video
conferencing. More about the coach’s role in chapter 4.

3.2.2 Coordinators are responsible for tailoring the MME coaching programme and available for coaches
to ensure the best follow up of each startup/scaleup. As well as any administrative follow-up associated
with those attending the programme. The coordinators are the main contact point of the
startups/scaleups and the Hub. The coordinator shall facilitate the programme according to the
individual needs of the startups/scaleups, and has the role to identify and suggest the best coach for
them. See the bios of the coordinators below.

3.2.3 Experts are responsible for the official MME workshop programme and any requested
specific/technical expertise. A total of 8 workshops focusing on selected topics such as marketing,
fundraising, pitching, legal, finance management, and product development shall be delivered. Expert is
a person that will give lectures in topics according to her/his expertise. Experts are expected to have
excellent communications skills, a friendly attitude, a passion to share their love of the subject and to
focus on key concepts and common misunderstandings of them. Experts can also lead one-to-one
sessions with the startups/scaleups.

3.3 Collaboration
Our aim is to build a strong network of coaches and experts that will work together, share all insights
and assist each other during the programme. The coaches are recruited from the four partner Hubs:
VRT, MCB, THERMI S.A. and CSKC.
Such a network is a tremendous resource for all participating parties and will be a key element in this
entrepreneurial media community. Coaches from all Hubs will get to know each other, and each coach
will have a broad and relevant network upon which it will actively use for the benefit of the
startups/scaleups. If coaches and experts also take an ambassador role for the programme, it would
12
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most likely benefit everybody – not to forget the participant startups and scaleups. Coaches and experts
are invited to promote MediaMotorEurope within their networks, in order to build the profile of the
project and its engaged startups/scaleups.
There might be scenarios where one startup/scaleup seeks guidance, and the best and most available
resource could be within the community of coaches. The coach or coordinator attached to the
startup/scaleup will be responsible for asking coaching colleagues to contribute accordingly.
In the fundraising it is also important that coaches and portfolio managers work closely together and
share knowledge about startups/scaleups.

3.4 Onboarding of coaches
The four Hubs, VRT, MCB, THERMI S.A. and CSKC, will appoint and inform coaches about their roles.
Each Hub has responsibility for five startups/scaleups each, and the Hubs will allocate their respective
coaches to the five startups/scaleups. A coach might be awarded more than one. As a part of the
information pack for coaches (this handbook and more), the coaches will also be handed the
startup/scaleup’s programme application.
All contractual work between coaches and Hubs will be managed by the Hub to which he/she is
connected to. If not already existing, the Hub will prepare a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) that the
coach must sign on behalf of the MME programme and the participating startups/scaleups. This NDA
will make sure the needed confidentiality is maintained for all involved parties in this programme.
Through the first week of the programme, an online onboarding event will be held. This will be the first
event where all coaches and startups/scaleups will get together.
The coach and his/her startup/scaleup have to find a suitable time for their first online meeting during
one of the two first weeks of the programme. See more in chapter 4, on what to expect from this first
meeting.
The programme will make use of different online collaboration tools, making it easy for the coaches to
discuss relevant topics between them.
All coaches are expected to follow the first Workshop – The introduction. This will be a great resource to
learn about all participating Hubs and startups/scaleups as well.
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3.5 Coordinators’ bio
The Coordinators will be essential for both coaches, startups/scaleups and other participants during the
programme. Each Hub will have one or more coordinators, please meet them:

3.5.1 VRT – Belgium
Clélia Twagirayesu studied Communication Management in Brussels and then
started working at Hack Belgium. There she worked on innovation and
entrepreneurship and helped organize the first innovation festival in Belgium. With
this background, Clélia started at Sandbox Hub to develop international
collaborations between the media and start-ups. She is responsible for the project
coordination for MediaMotorEurope, a European mentoring program to support
deep tech start-ups in media sector.

3.5.2 MCB – Norway
Ove Gjelsvik is senior Project Manager in VIS. He is the manager for two incubator
programs and for VIS co-working business. Ove has been in the startup business
ecosystem for five years and work closely with both startups and early stages
investors. He`s profession is sales and leadership.

Sara Schreiner is the Community Manager in VIS and project leader of GründerHub,
an early-stage startup accelerator program. She has a BSc degree in Business
Management from Queen Mary University of London, which is specialised towards
Social Entrepreneurship. As the Community Manager she coordinates all of the
startup program and events run by VIS. Today this include three incubators
specialized in media, fintech and Ocean/Health/Energy.
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3.5.3 THERMI S.A. – Greece

Dr. Ioannis Agnantiaris is a Mechanical Engineer (PhD). He has a 6 year long
research oriented post graduate career and a 15 year long career as a
Technology & Innovation support professional and as an Investment
manager in seed and growth equity investments. His core scientific
competence involves computational simulation analysis in engineering. His
research contribution has been acknowledged by the international scientific
community through five publications with numerous citations in peer
reviewed scientific journals and thirteen publications in the proceedings of
scientific conferences. In his professional career he has been a member of Foundation of
Research and Technology Hellas (FORTH) Branch of Technology Transfer where he was
responsible for the commercialization of new technologies resulting from the Foundation’s
research Institutes activities as well as for offering brokering services for the facilitation of
technology transfer agreements between Greek and European SMEs and Research
Organizations. He is an investment analyst and project manager in THERMI S.A. Business
Incubator in Thessaloniki, responsible for the technology and business plan evaluation process
and the support provided to selected investees. From 2008 and on he is also an investment
manager in THERMI VENTURES S.A. Venture Capital Management Company, where he is
responsible for the business plan evaluation process , the investment portfolio monitoring,
management and reporting process and strongly involved in the sourcing, negotiation deal
structuring, deal closing and realization phases. He had also been active as an external expert
for the European Commission, responsible for the evaluation of proposals submitted for funding
in the context of the HORIZON 2020's SME Instrument ICT Open Disruptive Innovation for three
consecutive years.
3.4.4 CSKC – Bulgaria

Milena Koleva is an expert strategy and development at the Cluster Sofia
knowledge city. She is an experienced management consultant and trainer
with international experience in innovation management. Milena holds an
MBA degree from HULT International business school, Boston, US and is
currently a PhD candidate with research focus on innovative technologies in
education. Milena has worked with large corporations of Fortune 500, startups, and SMEs. As a leader of the Innovation management academy in
Bulgaria she has developed new methodologies, trainings and materials for
managers, students, and other trainees. She is also an experienced project manager coordinating,
managing and preparing EU funded projects.
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Stanislav Chervenkov is Deputy Executive Director at CEED Bulgaria,
associate partner of Cluster Sofia knowledge city. He has extensive experience
in management, monitoring and reporting of projects funded by EU resources
and other international programs and donors. Mr. Chervenkov has more than
15 years vast experience in project management, public finance and public
procurement. He has a postgraduate qualification in Law and a Master’s
degree in Finance. Mr. Chervenkov has worked for the Ministry of Labour and
Social Policy as a Chief Financial Manager and has provided various
companies with project coordination and consultancy services.
Currently Mr. Chervenkov is Deputy Executive Director at Center for Entrepreneurship and
Executive Development - Bulgaria and is responsible for the overall management of the teams,
employees, relations with partners, public institutions, and other stakeholders.
Mr. Chervenkov exercises activities on management, coordination, consulting, expert assistance
and business support to SME`s, NGO’s and public institutions. He delivers training and provides
consultations to organizations in the preparation and implementation of projects He performs
assessment and analyses of good practices and their application. He takes part in the evaluation
committees as an approved external evaluator at MLSP, the Employment Agency, the Social
Support Agency, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works
in the relevant operating programs.
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4. Coaching toolkit
Getting the most out of the program's counselling will require effort from both startups/scaleups and
coaches. To build a relationship, based on trust, conversation and receptivity from both parties, will be a
key to success. The coaching meet-up sessions, an online one-to-one between a startup/scaleup and their
respective coach, will be the main tool.
The coaches are encouraged to participate through the workshop sessions (see chapter 5). During a line
of workshops, the participants will be introduced to approaches and information that could be valuable
during the coaching process. The programme is also expected to prepare the startups/scaleups for
fundraising. This is more detailed described in chapter 6. For the initial analysis to be done by the Portfolio
Management team, it’s expected that coaches will contribute with the necessary information.

4.1 The coaching role
Coaching will be in according to a tentative list of focus areas, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technology and product development
Testing & validating
Market and strategic positioning knowledge and experience
Competitive landscape knowledge
Business plan elaboration
Marketing, sales, customer insight
IP and legal
Internationalisation
Recruitment/team
Design

As a coach you should:
•
•
•
•
•

give guidance that is solely in the best interests of the startup/scaleup at all times
Identify startups/scaleups needs, and act upon them
be an active listener
use your experience, knowledge and your contacts wisely
use examples that are transferable for the startup/scalleup

As a coach you should avoid:
•
•
•
•

take a “parental” role or be “the boss”.
being the decision maker. The startup/scaleup should make its own decisions.
don’t be over-achieving on behalf of the startup/scaleup.
don’t set the goals for the startup/scaleup, do it either together or let them be in charge.
17
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•
•

be the “problem solver”, the startup/scaleup needs to implement the solutions themselves.
introduce startups/scalups to others (i.e. clients, investors) if:
o you feel that they are not ready or enough prepared to meet them
o you feel one party is not able to follow up
o you feel it might be a “time thief”

4.2 Coaching sessions
As mentioned, the private meetings between a startup/scaleup and its coach, are a highly valuable activity
in the coaching toolkit. It’s important that both startups/scaleups and coaches are conscientious to the
appointments set for such meetings, typically held over online video. Agree upon and book meetings well
in advance - and avoid a numerous rebookings. Everyone should be prepared before a session, i.e.
startups/scaleups or the coach might have been assigned some “jobs-to-done” that should be started or
completed. It should be in both parties’ interests to have such a meeting highly prioritized, as it will help
on building the relationship.
It’s expected to have a minimum of three sessions, but if both startup/scaleup and coach find it possible,
needed and fruitful, more coaching sessions are of course welcomed. If the coaching will be limited to just
three online sessions, it would be smart to establish an email routine between the startup/scaleup and
the coach. This routine will be an email 1-2 times a month, where the startup/scaleup summarizes
according to the action plan and milestones agreed by the coach and startup/scaleup.

4.2.1 The first session
The first session between coach and startup/scaleup is scheduled to be arranged during the two first
weeks of the programme. To get to know each other will of course be the main agenda, but the first
meeting includes some common tasks to be done:
•
•

•

•
•

Find a date, find a start time, don’t set the end time for this meeting. It’s important that you spend
some time on this first one.
Since the programme is compact, and the number of coaching sessions might be as few as three,
it’s important to understand the startup/scaleup, it’s products/services and the people behind it.
The startup/scaleup should get an impression of which specialties the coach holds and what
area(s) the coach could best assist the startup/scaleup.
Coaches will be prepared for a SWOT-analysis of the startup/scaleup that shall take place during
the first session. Coaches will prepare themselves by reading the startup/scaleup’s programme
application, doing other research and use their knowledge. The SWOT-analysis will therefore be
a tool to get the discussion going.
Action Plan – the parties should prepare an action plan, describing briefly what outcome is
expected after the 6 months, and how to get there. (See below)
Before ending the meeting, the startup/scaleup and coach should fill in a coaching sheet (see
below). This will be a tool to help structuring the coaching process, and break-down of the action
18
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•

plan. Within the sheet, all will agree on some tasks to be carried out by next meeting. This will
include one or more jobs to be done, mostly by the startup/scaleup but also the coaches might
get some tasks as well. Make sure that the tasks selected for this first period provide value for
both parties. The first period will also have several workshops, and if possible, try to avoid
planning tasks or subjects that will be covered there.
The coach and startup/scaleup should decide which programme workshops will be mandatory for
the startup/scaleup, although MME encourages them to participate in all eight workshops.

4.2.2 Some key questions to ask – how to get to know each other?
Each coach has its own methods to get the needed info from the ones they assist, but here are some
inspirational questions you might try:
•

The why? (inspired by Simon Sinek). Try to ask in the following order:
1 What – Does your company do?
2 How – Do you do it?
and most important:
3 Why (What is the purpose, cause, the belief)
This last one should get you deeper into why the people behind the startup/scaleup are doing
what they do. Do you sense a passion?

•

•
•

What holds someone back? What does the startups/scaleups feel are limiting themselves
(Financing, missing customers, market access, competition, not enough - or the right –
people/competence)? Do you have a plan to fix this?
Ask about the customers! What kind of customers are they? How did they meet, and how do they
stay in touch? How many? Are there different segments?
The growth question - depending on the number answer before. How will you reach {customer
number x 10}? I.E. The startup/scaleup has 5 customers today, what are their plan or thoughts to
reach 50?

4.2.3 The coming sessions
The next meetings, at least one before the final coaching sessions, have a more flexible agenda, and are
to be scheduled inside the timeframe of week 44 and the remaining weeks of 2020. It’s important that
both the startup/scaleup and coach agree on the best way to work together. If you are unable to book
online sessions or talk regularly, it’s highly recommended that you find a written reporting routine and
define a frequency for such reporting. Don’t make it bureaucratic either, but rather find a balance that
keeps both parties updated. If coaches identify articles or reports of value, forward them to the
startup/scaleup, preferably with some thoughts attached.
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Make use of what’s learned through the workshops, since this is something familiar for the
startups/scaleups. There are many methodologies for innovation processes and different business
development toolkits. Coaches are free to adapt tools and methods one is familiar with, but keep in mind
that the time with the startup/scaleup is rather limited. Instead of starting a private course in “yet another
toolkit”, carve out the valuable essence of preferred methods and use it actively into the coaching instead.

4.2.4 Structuring a session
In the sessions, the coach sets the structure for the meeting. It’s advised to adapt to a session structure,
similar to those found in a lean developer’s environment – widely known as “a sprint”. A sprint typically
lasts from 2-4 weeks, and it’s wise not to overload a sprint with work or tasks.
First part – What’s been done since last time we spoke? You agreed together on some jobs-tobe-done in the last meeting. If possible, let the responsible for a job score his/her work progress.
Everyone that had a job should make a brief report. Don’t spend most time on this part. One way
to shorten this part down would be to ask everybody to fill out the coaching summary sheet
before the session, and share it between the participants in advance.
Second part – Was there anything that didn’t go as expected, or did something go very well? Talk
together about the challenges and the victories. See if you can build on the outcome and make it
a new “job-to be-done” in the coming sprint.
Third, and final part – What will each do until you meet again? This will in many cases be new
tasks or goals according to the action plan, or to redo one task that didn’t go as expected. Take
your time on this part as well. You may together find a strategy for reaching the goals.
End each session with filling in the coaching sheet. The coaching sheet is a tool between the coach and
the startup/scaleup solely and will work as a report. Some data / metadata from the coaching sheet will
be used in an overall report, tracking all startups/scaleups progress. The coach will together with its Hub
and coordinator fill in such overall report.
The coaching session should also of course be used for traditional questioning and advising regarding
important questions the startup/scaleup has. It could be smart to have a quick messaging before the
session if anyone has questions, this for the coach or startup/scaleup to prepare.

4.2.5 Action Plan
The action plan is a document that ideally should be dynamic throughout the programme. There is a
certain chance that the work decided might be over-ambitious, missing something, or the
startup/scaleup’s main focus or the order of objectives must be changed.
The plan should preferably contain objectives from several disciplines (funding, product development,
sales, marketing, recruitment, partnership, research, just to mention some).
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Below is an action plan-template that is ideal to use. We suggest that we establish a digital version that
could work dynamically during the programme. The template is though ideal for pen drafting before or
during the first session.

Figure 2 Action Plan template

4.2.6 Coaching Session Summary Sheet
The coaching summary sheet is a tool for coaches and startups/scaleups, but it also contains some info
for the MME consortium, to keep a track on how the coaching work is going. This is a tool that breaks
down the action plan into smaller “jobs-to-be-done”. These jobs are intended to be carried out between
the coaching sessions, and can be assigned to both the startups/scaleups and the coaches as well.
The tool is built in such way that you start the first session by describing some jobs, until you agree to
meet again. You can set different “end-dates”, meaning you may plan the jobs better. Each job should
have one responsible assigned.
Before the next coaching session, you simply copy the jobs into the left area, and you use this for the first
part of the coaching session. You can also agree to let each one assigned with a task to fill out all info
before the coaching session starts. This might save you all time in the meeting when talking through the
progress part.
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The sheet has “traffic light systems” attached to the jobs that have started. One for the progress. Are all
jobs going as planned, or finished as expected? The other one is risks. Has something occurred, that will
make it difficult or impossible to complete the job as expected? We categorize them in green for going as
expected, yellow if something minor occurs or red if it’s critical. Use a vertical line to describe the status,
as showed in this example where the status is as good as, but not completely done or on track:

The coach makes a final, overall status scoring of the work done in the last period. Preferably together
with the startup/scaleup during the session. This is not a “grade” or “best-in-class” evaluation. This only
describe the status regarding progress in the startup/scaleup’s work. If a coach feels the scoring should
end up in the yellow or red area, there is a major chance that the ambitions are too high. On the other
hand, if the coach feels that agreed jobs are not taken seriously, that is also worth catching early, and
have a talk about it. The overall status is one of the scores that the coaches will report on when they meet
with other coaches.
As with the action plan, we recommend establishing an online version of the scoring sheets as well.

Figure 3 Coaching Summary Sheet template
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4.2.7 The final coaching session
The final coaching session will take place at the very end of the programme. The aim for this session is to
go over the action plan and to summarize the work done through the 6 months. The session should also
be used as a final guiding session, with a discussion on next moves for the startup/scaleup. The coaches
should keep in mind where they can assist by introducing potential customers or investors.
There are no further responsibilities for the coach towards the startup/scaleup, but MME is also about
building relationships across the industry, borders and the MME-participants. If the startups/scaleups and
coaches are willing to build on the relationship established even after the programme, that is possible.
This will be solely between the startup/scaleup and coach, and shall not involve MME or its partners.
After the 6-month period we invite everyone participating in the programme to be associated in an
“alumni style” network, regardless if one will contribute in coming schedules or not. There is an effort to
bring sustainability into the programme, and also to grow the community with a plan to offer newsletters
etc., and organize digital events for the community.

4.3 Ethical guidelines & Investment Policy
Links and interests with investment organizations shall be indicated when joining the programme (as part
of the registration & validation process) as to accommodate for possible bias.
In any case of doubt, any potential conflict of interest must be clarified in writing without delay by the
coach and startup/scaleup initially addressed to the coach’s respective Hub.
If agreed, the background and decision must be advised in writing to all MME consortium board at the
first available opportunity.

Examples of transactions which will not be approved
•

•

A startup/scaleup requesting or receiving financial assistance – in any form, illustratively; loan,
investment, share options and the like – from a coach or a relative or business associate of the
coach.
A coach requesting or receiving financial assistance – in any form illustratively; loan, investment,
share options and the like – from his/her startup/scaleup or a relative or business associate of the
startup/scaleup.

Example of transactions that do not require approval
•

Two or more members of the programme having a financial relationship between themselves,
where none of the parties is connected directly to each other through the programme, and where
the amount involved is €1,000 (one thousand euros) or less in aggregate.
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Example of transaction that does require approval
•

A member of any mentoring programme receiving financial assistance in any shape or form in
relation to any services being funded by a non-MME party, where the introduction or business
partnership is between that third party and MME.
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5. Workshops
During the programme participants have access to eight relevant workshop sessions for building and
scaling a company inside the media industry. The workshops will introduce the startups/scaleups to highly
relevant learning and frameworks, presented by media industry executives and experts in
entrepreneurship. The sessions will take place online, as interactive webinars and team sessions. We
encourage each company to attend all workshops, and we expect all teams to participate in the first
introduction workshop.

5.1 Workshop Programme
Table 1 The Workshop programme

Date

Topics

17th of September

Workshop session #1 - Introduction

Week 40 (Sept 20)

Workshop session #2 - Product Market fit

Week 42 (Oct 20)

Workshop session #3 - Product Development

Week 44 (Oct 20)

Workshop session #4 - Finance management and How to measure success

Week 46 (Nov 20)

Workshop session #5 - Pitching - “Build your story”

Week 48 (Nov 20)

Workshop session #6 – Sales - "The Customer journey"

Week 50 (Dec 20)

Workshop session #7 - Marketing and communication

Week 01 (Jan 21)

Workshop session #8 - Prepare for fundraising

*With subject to change of dates

5.2 Format for workshops
The workshops will be held as webinars, as a one-to-many session. The workshop will vary in length, from
typically from 1-3 hours.
Each workshop is initiated and built around one or more experts on the subject, where this main part of
the workshop will last 45-90 minutes.
Either in advance or immediately after the expert session there is likely to include a practical task. Either:
•
•

Participants in the programme present a case that could be used and submitted beforehand.
Immediately after the expert tutorial, the startups/scaleups will get a practical task they should
solve. This could be individually or together with other startups.

Q&As with the expert, or presentation of work done by startups/scaleups are likely to be held at the end
of a workshop session. Coaches are expected to follow the workshops, and also assist during the practical
work.
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6. Prepare for fundraising – Portfolio management
Portfolio Management consists in seeking to add additional value to the engaged startups and scaleups,
by supporting them to grow and reach their next development stage, having in mind their different needs
and challenges. Portfolio Management will oversee the selected startups and scaleups providing
continuous support and assistance to their founders, acting as connectors with potential investors,
through regular contacts during informal meetings or events, as well as portfolio promotions via social
media, events, workshops, etc.

6.1 What is Portfolio Management
The ultimate goal of Portfolio Management is to search and identify the best investment opportunities
for the selected startups and scaleups. The Portfolio Manager function is essential within the MME
programme as it is the bridge that provides the financial and fundraising knowhow and capability that
investors and funders expect from startups/scaleups, thereby significantly increasing their chances of
being funded.

6.2 The aim of Portfolio management
•

•

To provide ongoing and tailor-made strategic business development support to the engaged
startups/scaleups during the MME programme. Identify key investors and/or corporates and
foster tailor-made connections between them.
Additionally, the Portfolio Management team will constantly seek synergies with other EU funds
and funding programmes, such as the European Structural and Investment funds (ESIF). The
promotion to investors and corporates will be an ongoing task during the entire MME project life
cycle to ensure the maximum probability of achieving funding.

6.3 Collaboration & Communication process
The Portfolio Management activities should be aligned with the coaching and mentoring programme, and
is essential to develop a good and regular communication between the coaches and the Portfolio
Manager.
In order to spot investment opportunities and develop tailor-made connections for the engaged
startups/scaleups, the Portfolio Management team needs to collect and analyse essential information
from the beneficiaries, including their funding needs and objectives.
This initial analysis will be done by requesting the necessary information to the coaches/coordinators.
The communication with the coaches/coordinators will be essentially done via email, chat, MME Platform
or other tools.
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The Portfolio Management team will then match the startups/scaleups funding needs and profiles with
the investment / partnership opportunities identified. During the MME coaching programme the engaged
startups/scaleups will improve their skills in different areas, including business development, fundraising,
pitching readiness, etc. Thus, when the startups/scaleups are ready, they will gradually be phasing out the
coaching and working more closely with the Portfolio managers, for the preparation of pitching
opportunities.
The Portfolio Management team will schedule a minimum of two virtual meetings with the
startups/scaleups for which they have identified investment opportunities. This task is associated with the
specific profile of the investor/corporation that the startup/scaleup will be meeting. The Portfolio
Manager will initially provide key investor/corporate profile information along with preparation
requirements for the meeting (type of deck, information required to be included, additional supporting
material). The Portfolio Manager will also provide support to the follow-up actions to be conducted with
the investors.
The coaches and coordinators can establish contact with potential prospects/inventors/clients already
known by her/him or the opportunities spotted by the programme partners. Nevertheless, they must
provide follow-up information to the Portfolio Management team about these potential contacts in order
to optimize the opportunities spotted for each engaged startup/scaleup and also avoid double efforts
from the MME partners
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7. Partners

The Vlaamse Radio- en Televisieomroep (VRT) is the public broadcaster of the Flemish Community in
Belgium. Its mission is to inform, inspire and unite and so reinforce Flemish society. As a service providing
organization, the VRT wants to take up a special position in society. The VRT strives for a large audience,
not so much to gain a high market share, but because it wants to be relevant to as many Flemish people
as possible. This is the most important charter of the public broadcaster, i.e. reinforcing democracy and
society by contributing to a social and pluralistic debate, documenting society and stimulating culture and
language and Flemish society in all its diversity.
VRT owns 3 TV channels (Eén, Ketnet, Canvas), 5 radio stations (Radio1, Radio2, Klara, Studio Brussel and
MNM) and several online platforms (vrtnws.be and sporza.be) focusing on news and sports. Furthermore,
VRT has a full range of digital products, including a video platform (vrtnu.be) and a set of digital radio apps
(radioplus.be).
The innovation department of VRT follows technological and societal evolutions to help build the future
of media. This includes more immersive viewing experiences, personalised radio, and innovative news and
programme formats engaging communities everywhere and at all times, customized to the right platform
and user context. In collaboration with European research institutes, technology companies and media
organizations, the team carries out research projects of two to three years long on the creation,
management, distribution and consumption of media content. The interdisciplinary team consists of more
than 20 highly qualified researchers with an expertise in many facets of media production and media
management. This team is often complemented with VRT professionals from the creative domain to
establish a link between the research project and the production floor. VRT innovation shares its expertise,
insights and products with the wider media landscape via its communication channels and events.
VRT is the project coordinator of MediaMotor Europe. Furthermore, VRT is providing one of the hubs (VRT
Sandbox) into the project, together with the ecosystem around it. VRT will also coordinate WP1 on
network shaping.

Media City Bergen AS (MCB) runs the Norwegian Media Cluster established in 2014, a membership
organization with more than 100 companies, from its headquarters in Media City Bergen.
Our mission is to facilitate innovation from and for the Norwegian media industry, to cultivate
collaboration between member companies, to create arenas for cooperation and networking, to assist
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smaller companies with their growth and strategies – in short, to bring the Norwegian media industry out
to the world, and to bring the global media industry to Norway.
We have our own media incubator, the Media Cube, which is an integral part of the Media City Bergen.
The incubator offers year-long programs, with mentors, pitching training, demo days to investors and
profiling towards the media industry.
MCB will lead the activities on the MediaMotorEurope programme in Workpackage 3 and do so together
with its members VIS and Fonn Group. MCB will also be extensively involved in the following activities:
•
•
•
•

Media and government opportunity spotting
Designing the MediaMotorProgramme for startups/scaleups
Coordinating the cross-coach team
Developing and running the lab to set programme to get startups/scaleups to the market

THERMI S.A. is a business incubator and was incorporated as a joint venture of entrepreneurs, Venture
Capital management companies and banks back in 2004. It is headquartered in Thessaloniki – Greece and
is a member of THERMI GROUP of companies active in equity investments and entrepreneurial support.
THERMI’s scope is the support for the growth of freshly established, innovative SMEs through the
provision of hosting space, office and telecom infrastructures, acceleration services, specialized support
services, networking and access to VC and/or Angel funding. It possesses high visibility in the region of
Central Macedonia and a reputation as the biggest Business Incubator in the Balkans. It is a shareholder
in the biggest regional newspaper (“MACEDONIA”) and member of the Hellenic Venture Capital
Association (HVCA).
THERMI S.A. is a generalist Business Incubator and since 2004 has hosted and supported the growth of
above 200 SMEs and evaluated above 1.000 business and equity investment proposals the majority of
which concerned start-ups or early stage SME business cases. THERMI has invested more than € 6,3M in
equity funding and provided support services to tenant companies valuing above € 1M.

ATC, founded in 1987, is an Information Technology Company offering solutions and services in specific
business sectors, including Media, Banking, Utilities and the Public Sector. Our solutions are developed on
technologies for Content Management, Enterprise Software, Web and Mobile Applications.
The ATC Innovation Lab shows more than 25 years of expertise in research and innovation. Our objective
is to turn promising ideas into concrete and robust products for the sectors of commercial interest to ATC.
Particularly in the recent years, in ATC we have acknowledged misinformation as a major issue (for the
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media industry and the society as a whole) and have focused our work in providing tools which can
alleviate this. Since 2011, in the framework of the EC-funded project SocialSensor we identified the need
to assess the trustworthiness of information found in Social Media and built the first service for these
purposes, branded as Alethiometer. After this, within the REVEAL EC-funded project, we targeted
exclusively misinformation; what was later to be termed as ‘fake news’. Out of this work, we evolved our
service and rebranded it as TruthNest, which was selected as one of the top 20 innovations to reach the
Innovation Radar finals in the 2017 ICT Proposers Day in Budapest, where we won the public award. In
continuation to this effort we worked with Deutsche Welle and extended TruthNest with a collaborative
environment (TrulyMedia) for the same purposes, which has received funding from Google Digital News
Initiative. This is now used by newsrooms for fact-checking purposes and we were also highly appraised
by dpa and BR who used it for fact-checking during the German elections. In November 2017, Truly Media
was the only case study presented in the European Parliament Panel for Scientific and Technological
Option Assessment. During that presentation, we also announced that Amnesty International is now using
Truly Media during its everyday operations, in order to verify information related to human rights
violations. ATC, is a partner in the NESSI ETP and a founding member in the Big Data Value Association.

The Cluster Sofia Knowledge City (CSKC) is a not-for-profit cluster organization that brings together
companies from the knowledge-based industries with the municipality, the scientific, development,
educational, and financial organizations for development and implementation of an innovation strategy
for smart specialization and digital transformation of the City of Sofia.
There are above 50 members (legal entities) of the cluster. The core is a network of producers and
suppliers of IT products and services (IT infrastructure, software and hardware solutions, system
integration, information systems, etc.) and business services (publishing, radio, television, printed
publications, creative activities, organizing events, business management, information services, etc.).
Another group is the non-profit organizations - partners of the companies in the transformation process:
information - knowledge - innovation. They provide training and implement projects to support
professions of the future, innovation and entrepreneurship, talent attraction, and technology transfer.
The cluster also includes science institutes from the Bulgarian Academy of Science and several universities.
Key activities of the cluster are to provide the members with information, consultancy, and business
services; specialized engineering services and expertise; specialized training in the professions of the
future; knowledge and technical support for realizing smart city investments of the members; accelerating
the business projects (startups & scaleups); innovative & smart business models and advice for creating
demand for new smart city technologies and developing common R&D infrastructure based on PPP
approach.

CSKC will establish and manage one of the four hubs in MediaMotorEurope (Innovation Hub for Creative
& Media Industries in Sofia). The hub will play the role of technology mediator, business accelerator, open
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innovation kisk, living lab space and training workshops. It will take part in all project activities with an
emphasis on:
•

•

•

•

mapping and benchmarking, detecting high potential innovations in creative & media industries
in Bulgaria and the region (SEE, CEE), the involvement of top-stakeholders (industry, government,
academia), collaborative actions for the innovative ecosystem, synergy with ESIF actions, projects
and actors, shaping cross-border networks and activities, bridges to the Start-up Europe actors
and ecosystem;
analyzing the challenges, problems, opportunities, and linking deep technologies in Bulgaria and
the region (SEE, CEE), establishment of a Media Living Lab, adopt the Sandbox approach,
matchmaking activities with other start-ups and scaleups; adopting and promoting a model of
open standards and interoperability between different media innovative solutions; .
organizing the MediaMotor program services on the level of the Innovation Hub, e.g. mentoring,
testing, validating & funding, recruitment. Involvement in developing and delivering both general
services for the network and specific services for Bulgaria and the region (SEE, CEE) throughout
the local mentors and experts;
exposure of the start-ups in the international scene and investors. Support of the start-ups in
Bulgaria and the region (SEE, CEE) to become internationally visible and attractive for VCs.

FastTrack Action is a subsidiary company of FastTrack Ventures, a global Venture Capital company based
in Portugal and Canada that invests in early stage technology companies.
Fasttrack Ventures set-up a Matchmaking Investment Platform, built to provide venture capital funding
for venture capital startups, allowing investors to invest along with Fasttrack in the business opportunities.
The VC helps forge unique startups into successful companies, by empowering disruptive startups with
seed investment, execution expertise and market experience. The company gives to their pool of investors
the freedom to choose which enterprises they want to invest in, boosting innovation competitiveness.
FastTrack Action supports entrepreneurs and startups to launch and grow their business, helping them
find potential investors, buyers or strategic partners in the world of corporates, private equity firms,
venture capitalists, angel investors and banks.
FastTrack Action organizes networking events, investor meetings and workshops where entrepreneurs
and startups can come across with investors and corporates.
We work with entrepreneurs and startups to develop strategic business plans for the launch and growth
of their business. Our team assists the founders to prepare professional business plans including detailed
market research and recommendations to improve the company’s viability and feasibility. Using our
methodology, we help them validate business ideas, design business models, develop business plans and
launch the first MVP.
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FastTrack main contribution to the project will be in the Portfolio Management (WP3), introducing
selected startups/scaleups to potential investors. FastTrack will be the main contact to deliver dedicated
investor and corporate events for all start-ups to attend, and will also offer
tickets and invitations to various relevant established events around Europe. Furthermore, FastTrack will
also lead the MME sustainability roadmap.

F6S is a European based entity that has become the largest startup/SME community globally with over
1.3 million startups/SMEs and 1.7 million entrepreneurs. F6S delivers more than €2 billions every year to
startups and SMEs with the leading CRM for deal flow, corporate challenges, structured programs, startup
services, corporate partnering, recruiting, government grants and free startup resources.
F6S is the leading platform for application management for commercial, corporate, government,
university and other accelerator programs, helping more than 17.000 such initiatives worldwide. Every
year F6S processes more than 700,000 applications per year! F6S is best experienced in creating an
effective recruitment campaign, targeting the right SMEs/start-ups, disseminating the open call far and
wide and managing the selection process of the applicants.
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Annex 1 – Templates / Sheets – Larger versions
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